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Ladies and gentlemen,
This is the first attempt at the report. There are several items (particularly the cost estimates, pros, cons and
other considerations) that most definitely need flushing out since we don't have all of them yet. At least this
should provide us with a starting point for our work next week .
I am not certain that I should include the design specifications in the body of the report or reference them as
appendices. My thought was if they are in the body, they are right there in front of them as they read through .
In terms of the operating costs I would like to break these into fixed and variable. Fixed being those costs that
will continue regardless of usage and variable being those that are dependent on usage.
I would like to have some mock up pictures of the 3 types of build ings for Central Park and one for Centennial
Pool .
I envision the recommendation section to contain the various options - do nothing; do nothing but establish a
reserve for future construction ; do nothing but EBMA; do nothing but EBMA and establish a reserve for future
construction; do nothing at CP, do Centennial Pool and EBMA etc. There are a significant number of
permutations on these recommendations that should be discussed with Council or some members of Council
before the 27 1h.
The effect on Town Finances section will include using the $1 .5m in reserve, debentures, hydro money and
any other funds we can brainstorm . I will also have to provide them with an updated annual repayment
calculation in the event they choose debenture financing. I have no idea how to broach the subject of using
hydro money since Council committed to a public process before using this money and I remember the last
time I mentioned using these funds. Ian was not happy.

